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HOME STAY PLAY 

Guidelines 

1. The team must have a unique name as a Theatre group.  

2. The team should comprise of 3-5 actors, where one actor plays only one character each 

3. THEMES:  

a) Love in the time of Corona (This theme is not only limited to romantic love. Love in any form or for any one. 

There are no parameters of love here.)  

b) Social Animals: Mental health during a quarantine  

4. The concept or story can be adapted or inspired from an existing play or can be done with an entirely original 

concept. 

5. The time limit is 5-8 mins.  

6. No special effects through editing should be done, other than joining the shots and basic color correction. 

7. Camera must be static. 

8. The performance must be done indoor and there has to be only one actor in one frame. 

9. No bar on the usage of sound effects.  

10. Usage of vulgar language must be avoided.  

11. Along with the final video, submit a unified map of the locale within which all the events of the play take place. It 

will serve as the ground plan of the performance. To be clear, this is not a ground plan of individual spaces from 

where the actors are shooting, but a map of the location where the action takes place.    

12. There must be one slide in the beginning giving an intro of the team, consisting of the following- 

- Team Name 

- Name of University or Institute 

- Theme Chosen and Play Title  

- Written by 

- Directed by 

- Name of actors and the characters they play 

13. YOU CANNOT UPLOAD THESE VIDEOS TO ANY SOCIAL MEDIA SITE. 

14. Videos should reach us by noon of 10 May 2020 (IST) through email provided. Please save the video on a cloud 

and send the link via email or send the video by WeTransfer to the same email. 

15. All submission to be on asfdsubmission@gmail.com  

16. Last date of registration of participant is May 7, 2020. 

17. To register, log on to https://www.amity.edu/ayf/ 

18. Participation fee is Rs. 500 per team. 

Prizes: 

1. And The Award Goes To:  The participants will get a chance to do a 3-day acting workshop conducted by Amity 

School of Film & Drama faculty and a portfolio shot in the Amity Studio. 

2. Nominations Are:  The Runner up will get a portfolio shot in the Amity Studio.  

Both will get a signed citation by our eminent Jury. 

 

Faculty Coordinators: Student Coordinators 

Medha Aich Ritvik Bhagat 

Shushmita Ghosh Khushdeep Singh 

 

Please get in touch with questions at asfdsubmissions@gmail.com  
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